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Variety V ; �(V; s), �-funtion of V; arithmeti invariants of V .This piture should be re�ned byVariety V ; onstituent motives fMig; f L(Mi; s)g, L-funtions of the Mi; arithmeti invariants of the Mi; arithmeti invariants of V .
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Example:E=Q ellipti urve with aÆne minimal equa-tiony2+ a1xy+ a3y = x3+ a2x2+ a4x+ a6
S: set of primes of bad redution.E: proper smooth model of E over Z[1=S℄.(E)0: set of losed points.

�S(E; s) = Yx2(E)0 11�N(x)�s
Then there is a deomposition�S(E; s) = �S(s)�S(s� 1)=LS(E; s)3



where �S(s) = Yp=2S 11� p�sand LS(E; s) = Yp=2S Lp(E; s)is the partial L-funtion of E with fatorsde�ned byLp(E; s) = 11� app�s+ p1�2sHere ap = p+ 1�Np and Np is the numberof points on E mod p.
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Can put in bad Euler fators aording to areipe determined by the redution of E atp:
Lp(s) = 8><>: 1=(1� p�s) split multipliative;1=(1 + p�s) non-split multipliative;1 additive:

L(E; s) :=Yp Lp(E; s)
Using thus the breakdown into three fators,we an also omplete �S(E; s) in a naturalway.
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The estimate japj � 2pp implies that theEuler produt onverges for Re(s) > 3=2.To ontrol the analyti properties, use rela-tion to automorphi L-funtions.In this ase, an make expliit by omputingthe ondutor NE := Yp2S pfpHere fp = ordp(�E) + 1�mEwhere �E is the disriminant of E and mEis the number of omponents over �Fp of aNeron model of E.
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Fat (W, T-W, BCDT): L has an analytiontinuation to the omplex plane.In fat, L(E; s) = L(fE; s)= 1(2�)s�(s) Z 10 fE(iy)ys�1dyfor a normalized weight 2 new usp form fEof level NE whih is an eigenvetor for theHeke operators, determined by a q expan-sion fp = 1+ a1q+ a2q2+ � � �where the ap have to be the same as thosefor E when p =2 S.Can �nd fE and then use this formula forompute L-values.
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Conjeture (BSD):ords=1L(E; s) = rankE(Q )
Proved if ords=1L(E; s) � 1. (Kolyvagin)
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Funtional equation:�(E; s) := (2�)s�(s)Ns=2E L(E; s)satis�es a funtional equation�(E;2� s) = �E�(E; s)where �E = �1 depends on the urve E.Can be omputed in a straightforward wayas a produt of loal terms.Now, if �E = �1, then learlyL(E;1) = 0Suppose you an hek L0(E;1) 6= 0 usingthe equality with L0(f;1), then we onludeE(Q ) has rank one.Thus, analysis of the L-funtion, inludingthe funtional equation and omputation,gives us the struture of E(Q ).
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Continuation of BSD: If r is the order ofvanishing, then(s� 1)�rL(E; s)js=1= jSha(E)jRE
Yp p=jE(Q )(tor)j2relating L-values to many other re�ned arith-meti invariants of E.General priniple: L-funtion enodes Dio-phantine invariants of E.
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Brief disussion of terms.Important distintion: Rational terms ver-sus transendental terms.Rational terms:Sha(E): The Tate-Shafarevih group of E,onjetured to be �nite. Classi�es loallytrivial torsors for E. Analogous to a lassgroup.E(Q )(tor) : (�nite) torsion subgroup of E(Q ).p: Tamagawa number.p = (E(Q p) : E0(Q p))
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Transendental terms:RE: Regulator of E omputed using anoni-al height <;> and basis fP1; P2; : : : ; Prg forE(Q )=E(Q )(tor).RE := jdet(< Pi; Pj >)jThus, RE is the ovolume of the Mordell-Weil group, in a manner analogous to thelassial regulator of number �elds (ovol-ume of units).
: real period 
 = Z j!jwhere ! = dx=(2y+ a1x+ a3)and <  >= H1(E(C ); Z)+ 12



The known relations between L-funtionsand arithmeti are expeted to generalizevastly.L-funtions de�ned using Galois ations on�etale ohomology and ompleted using Hodgetheory.
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Conjetures:.(1) Hasse-Weil: analyti ontinuation andfuntional equation, addressed by Langlands'program: `Motivi L-funtions are automor-phi L-funtions.'(2) Values:(a) Deligne generalizes disussion of period(in non-vanishing ase) using omparison ofrational De Rham and topologial ohomolo-gies;(b) Beilinson-Bloh generalizes disussion oforder of vanishing and regulator using rankand ovolume of motivi ohomology.() Bloh-Kato generalizes disussion of ra-tional part using Tamagawa numbers forGalois representations via p-adi Hodge the-ory. 14



X=Q : smooth projetive variety.Assoiated to X is a olletion of ohomol-ogy groups, the realizations of the motiveof X.Hnl (X) = Hnet( �X; Q l) for eah prime l: theQ l-oeÆient �etale ohomology of degree n.Carries a natural ation of � = Gal(�Q =Q ).HnDR(X) := Hn(X;
:X): the algebrai DeRham ohomology equipped with a Hodge�ltration given byF iHnDR(X) = Hn(X;
�i),!HnDR(X)for eah i.HnB(X) := Hn(X(C ); Q ): the Q -oeÆientsingular ohomology of the omplex mani-fold X(C ) equipped with a ontinuous a-tion F1 of omplex onjugation. 15



The ompleted L-funtion of Hn(X) usesall these strutures.
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Canonial omparison isomorphisms:HnB(X)
 Q l ' Hnl (X)preserving ation of F1.
HnB(X)
 C ' HnDR(X)
 CThis isomorphism endows HnB(X) with a ra-tional Hodge struture of weight n `de�nedover R .'
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That is, we have a diret sum deomposi-tion HnB(X)
 C ' �Hp;q(X)where Hp;q := F p \ �F qand F1(Hp;q) = Hq;pIf we denote by  the omplex onjugationon C then(HnB(X)
 C )F1
 = HnDR 
 R
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At non-arhimedean plaes, there is an im-portant analogue.For any embedding �Q ,!�Q l, we haveDDR(Hnl (X)) := (Hnl (X)
BDR)�l' HnDR(X)
 Q lwhere �l = Gal(�Q l=Q l), and BDR is Fontaine'sring of p-adi periods.
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Regardless of its preise de�nition, a motiveM should have assoiated to it a olletionof objets as above that we all a pure sys-tem of realizations that make up a ategoryR.That is, this is a olletionR(M) = ffMlg;MDR;MBgwhere eah Ml is a representation of � ona (�nite-dimensional) Q l-vetor spae, MDRis a �ltered Q -vetor spae, and MB is a Q -vetor spae with an involution F1. Thesevetor spaes should all have the same di-mension and be equipped with a system ofomparison isomorphisms as above.This data must be subjet to further on-straints having to do with loal Galois rep-resentations. 20



Reall exat sequene:0!Ip!�p v! Ẑ!0where Ip is the inertia group andẐ ' Gal(�Fp=Fp):F rp 2 Ẑ orresponds to the geometri Frobe-nius, that is, the inverse to the p-powermap.For l 6= p, Ip has a tame l-quotienttl : Ip!Ip;lwith the strutureIp;l ' Ẑl(1) ' lim ��lnas a module for Gal(�Fp=Fp).De�ne Wp := v�1(Z) � �p;the Weil group at p. 21



Convenient to analyze the data of Ml usingan assoiatedWeil-Deligne (W-D) represen-tation WDp(Ml)for eah p, onsisting of-a representation r of Wp suh that rjIp has�nite image,-and a nilpotent operator Np ating on therepresentation.These satisfy a ompatiblityr(�p)Npr(��1p ) = p�1Npfor any lift �p 2Wp of Frp.
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The onstrution of WDp(Ml) for p 6= l usesthe fat that the ation of Ip when restritedto some �nite index subgroup I 0p is unipo-tent, and hene, an be expressed as� 7! exp(tl(�)Np)for a nilpotent Np. Then the representationr is given byr(�np�) = �np� exp(�tl(�)N)
For p = l, we use the fat that any De Rhamrepresentation is potentially semistable, andhene, gives us a �ltered (�l; Nl) module viaMl 7! (Ml 
Bst)�0lwhih is, in any ase, isomorphi to MDR.
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Remarks:-The point of this onstrution is that wean pakage the information of the repre-sentation in a form that does not use thetopology of Q l. Thereby makes natural theonnetion to omplex automorphi forms.-Creates a preise analogy with limit mixedHodge strutures.-We an de�ne theFrobenius semi-simpli�ation WDp(Ml)ssof WDp(Ml) by replaing �p with its semi-simple part.
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Here are the onstraints we impose on ourpure system of realizations:-We assume then that there exists a �niteset S of primes suh that WDp(Ml) is un-rami�ed for all p =2 S, i.e., Np = 0 and Ipats trivially.-`Algebraiity and independene of l':There exists a Frobenius semi-simple W-Drepresentation WDp(M) over �Q suh thatWDp(M)
 �Q l 'WDssp (Ml)
 �Q lfor any embedding�Q ,!�Q l
Subjet to these onditions, the olletionfMlg is then referred to as a strongly om-patible system of l-adi representations.25



-`Weil onjeture':There should exist an integer n, alled theweight of M , suh that the eigenvavluesof Frp ating on WDp(M) for p =2 S haveall Arhimedean absolute values equal topn=2. Furthermore, the Hodge struture MBshould be pure of weight n.-`purity of monodromy �ltration': If we de-note by Mn: the unique inreasing �ltrationon WDp(M) suh that Mn�k = 0, Mnk =WDp(M) for suÆiently large k andN(Mnk) �Mnk�2;then the assoiated graded pieeGrMnk (WDp(M))has all Frobenius eigenvalues of arhimedeanabsolute value p(n+k)=2. 26



Remarks:-In general, need to allow oeÆients in E�for the representations where E is a number�eld and E� are ompletions. Arise naturallywhen onsidering diret summands or mo-tives with oeÆients, e.g., abelian varietieswith CM.-The bi-gradingMB 
 C ' �Mp;qwhih is ompatible with the omplex onju-gation of oeÆients orresponds to a rep-resentation of the groupResCR (Gm)
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-Together with the ation ofF1 Æ Cit an be viewed as a representation of thereal Weil group with points given byWR (R ) = C � [ C �jwhere j2 = �1 and jzj�1 = �z.Here, C is the Weil operator de�ned byCjMpq = iq�p
-It is onjetured that the realizationsHn(X) = (fHnl (X)g; HnB(X); HnDR(X))oming from a smooth projetive variety Xsatisfy the algebraiity, independene of l,and purity onditions even for p 2 S.
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Category of pure motives should be om-prised of objets in R of geometri origin, anotion with a rather preise interpretation.For example, need to allow duals (homol-ogy) and tensor produts of all objets on-sidered.Objets that are not generated in an obvi-ous way from those of the formHn(X)arise via images (or kernels) under pull-baksand push-forwards in ohomology induedby maps of varieties, as well as Q -linear om-binations of geometri maps.Also should be able to ompose pull-bakswith pushforwards.
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Suh ompositions give rise to the idea ofusing orrespondenes modulo homologialequivalene as morphisms.One morphisms are onstruted in this man-ner, get naturally new objets using the de-omposition ofEnd(Hn(X));whih is a semi-simple Q -algebra subjet toone of the standard onjetures that nu-merial equivalene and homologial equiv-alene oinide.
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Can onsider a ategory of mixed systems ofrealizations by requiring a weight �ltration� � � �Wn�1M �WnM �Wn+1M �ompatible with all the omparisons and suhthat eah graded quotientGrnW (M)is a pure system of realizations of weight n.Mixed motives should be those of geomet-ri origin suh as the ohomology of va-rieties that are not neessarily smooth orproper. But then, need to inlude objetslike (�nite-dimensional quotients of)Q [�1℄or the (o)-homology of (o-)simpliial va-rieties.
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Given a pure system M of realizations wean de�ne its L-funtion L(M; s) as an Eulerprodut L(M; s) =Yp Lp(M;s)with Lp(M; s)= 1det[(1� p�sFrp)j(WDp(M))Ip=1;Np=0℄
Assume M is of weight n, then produt on-verges (and hene is non-zero) forRe(s) > n=2+ 1:
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Also a fator at 1 depending upon the rep-resentation MB 
 C of WR .De�ne
�R := ��s=2�(s=2)�C := 2(2�)�s�(s)hpq := dimMpqhp;� := dimMpp;�1where the signs in the supersript refer tothe �1 eigenspaes of the F1-ation.
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Then L1(M;s)is de�ned by Yp<q�C (s� p)hpqfor odd n, andYp<q�C (s�p)hpq�R (s�n=2)hn=2+�R (s�n=2+1)hn=2�for n even.
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It is onjetured that �(M;s) has a mero-morphi ontinuation to C and satis�es afuntional equation�(M; s) = �(M; s)�(M�;1� s)where the epsilon fator has the form �(M; s) =bas. This onjeture should be addressed bythe Langlands' program.
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Notation:Q : trivial system of realizations.Q (1) := H2(P1)�Q (i) = Q (1)
i for i � 0and Q (i) = Hom(Q (�i); Q ) for i < 0.For a system M of realizations,M(i) :=M 
 Q (i)Then for any smooth projetive variety ofdim d, we haveH2d(X) ' Q (�d)and a perfet pairingHi(X)�H2d�i(X)!H2d(X)Cup produt with the ohomology lass ofa hyperplane gives usHi(X) ' H2d�i(X)(d� i) 36



Some simple properties of twisting:M(n)l is the tensor produt of Ml with then-th power of the Q l ylotomi harater.
F i(M(n)DR) = Fn+iMDRwith a orresponding shift in Hodge num-bers hpq.

F1jM(n)B = (F1jMB)
 (�1)n
Finally, L(M(n); s) = L(M; s+ n)
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Heneforward, we will fous on the asewhere M is Hn(X) for a smooth projetivevariety X of dimension d and assume that- Hn(X) is a pure system of realizations;- the analyti ontinuation and funtionalequation hold true.
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Conjetures on orders.We haveHn(X)� ' H2d�n(X)(d) ' Hn(X)(n)Thus, the funtional equation relatesL(Hn(X); s)andL(Hn(X)(n);1� s) = L(Hn(X); n+1� s)with enter of reetion(n+1)=2Thus, for the most part, we an on�neinterest to m � (n+1)=2or, equivalently,n+1�m � (n+1)=2:
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Brief reminder on two simple ase:n odd: BSD
ords=1L(H1(E); s) = rankE(Q )

Now, an element x 2 E(Q )gives rise to an extension in the ategory Rof realizationsÆ(x) 2 Ext1R(Q ; H1(E)(1))It is onjetured that when R is replaed bya suitable ategory of motives, this is theonly way to onstrut suh extensions.
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n even:F=Q Galois extension and� : Gal(F=Q )!Aut(V )a �nite-dimensional representation.L(�; s)Artin L-funtion. Thenords=1L(�; s) = �dimHomRep(Q ; V )
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The general onjeture isords=n+1�mL(Hn(X); s)= dimExt1MotZ(Q ; Hn(X)(m))�dimHomMotZ(Q ; Hn(X)(m))
The Hom and Ext should our inside a on-jetural ategory of mixed motives over Zwith Q -oeÆients.For weight reasons, the Hom term vanishesunless n = 2m in whih ase the Ext termvanishes. That is, in the pure situation weare onsidering, only one term or the otherours.This is the prototype of the sort of state-ment that should hold for an arbitrary (mixed)motive. 42



So when n= 2m, this beomesords=m+1L(H2m(X); s) =�dimHomMotZ(Q ; H2m(X)(m))generalizing he pole of the Artin L-funtion(m = 0).It is expeted thatHomMotZ(Q ; H2m(X)(m))' [CHm(X)=CHm(X)0℄
 QOf ourse the isomorphism should arise viaa yle mapCHm(X)!H2m(X)(m)killing the yles CHm(X)0 homologiallyequivalent to zero.
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When n+ 1 = 2m, the onjeture preditsthe order of vanishing at the entral ritialpoint: ords=mL(H2m�1(X); s)= dimExt1MotZ(Q ; H2m�1(X)(m))
It is then onjetured thatdimExt1MotZ(Q ; H2m�1(X)(m)) ' CHm(X)0
Q
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The map from yles to extensions goes asfollows: given a representative Z for a lassin CHm(X)0, we get an exat sequene0!H2m�1(X)(m)!H2m�1(X n Z)(m)Æ! H2mZ (X)(m)!H2m(X)(m)There is a loal yle lassl(Z) 2 H2mZ (X)(m)that maps to zero in H2m(X)(m), giving riseto the desired extension:0!H2m�1(X)(m)!Æ�1(l(Z))!Q!0
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These two lassial points, entral ritial:n+1�m = m = (n+1)=2; n odd;and just right of it:n+1�m = n=2+ 1; n even;are somewhat exeptional. In all other ases,one expetsExt1MotZ(Q ; Hn(X)(m)) = Hn+1M;Z (X; Q (m))with the last group, often referred to as mo-tivi ohomology, de�ned using K-theory :Im[(K2m�n�1(X ))(m)!(K2m�n�1(X))(m)℄(X is a proper at regular Z-model for X)or Bloh's higher Chow groupsIm[CHn+1(X ;2m� n� 1)
 Q!CHn+1(X;2m� n� 1)
 Q ℄Latter interpretation more popular lately.46



However, intrinsi interpretation in terms ofthe ategory of motives should be kept inmind in all onstrutions.In fat, when m > n=2 + 1, the onjeturedfuntional equation impliesords=n+1�mL(Hn(X); s)= dimExt1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m)
 R )where the extension ours inside the ate-gory of real mixed Hodge strutures de�nedover R . So the onjeture on order of van-ishing follows from the onjeture that theHodge realization funtor indues an iso-morphismExt1MotZ(Q ; Hn(X)(m))
 R' Ext1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m)
 R )
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In general, onjeture should be oneptu-alized in two parts:(1) Relation between L funtions and Extgroups in ategory of motives.(2) Geometri interpretation of Ext groups.Provides unity to a wide range of relatedissues in Diophantine geometry.
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There is a onstrution, onvenient in pra-tie, of the real Ext group via Deligne o-homology:Ext1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m)
 R )' Hn+1D (XR ; R (m))and using properties of Deligne ohomology,one an onstrut regulator mapsHn+1M;Z (X; Q (m))!Ext1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m)
 R )that an be studied independently of a at-egory of motives.For example, an onstrut subgroupsL � Hn+1M;Z (X; Q (m));that should onjeturally be of full rank, andstudy their image. 49



Conjetures on transendental part of val-ues.Central ritial values (Bloh-Beilinson): s =m, n= 2m� 1.We have an isomorphismFmH2m�1DR (X)
 R' [H2m�1B (X)(m� 1)℄(�1)m�1 
 RThis is then realized as an isomorphism[^top(FmH2m�1DR (X))℄�1
^top[[H2m�1B (X)(m� 1)℄(�1)m�1℄
 R' R
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Choosing bases for the two Q -lines deter-mines a periodp(H2m�1(X)(m)) 2 R �=Q �
Get additional transendental ontributionby onsidering a height pairing, onjeturedto be non-degenerate:CHm(X)0 � CHdim(X)+1�m(X)0!Rwhose determinant gives us a regulatorr(H2m�1(X)(m)) 2 R �=Q �Reall that onjeturallydm := ords=mL(H2m�1(X); s)= dimCHm(X)0 
 Q
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As for the value then, it is onjetured thatL�(H2m�1(X);m):= lims!m(s�m)�dmL(H2m�1(X); s)= p(H2m�1(X)(m))r(H2m�1(X)(m))in R �=Q �.
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Values at n+1�m < n=2.Note that this is equivalent tom > n=2+ 1;the region of onvergene for the Euler prod-ut. Hene, we are skipping the lassiallyinteresting ase ofm = n=2+ 1 (n+1�m = n=2)for n even.Instead of a period isomorphism, there isthen an exat sequene:0!FmHnDR(X)
R![HnB(X)(m�1)(�1)m�1
R ℄!Ext1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m) 
 R )!0
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Thus, the transendental part should inor-porate a Q -struture onExt1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m)
 R )oming from the onjetured isomorphismHn+1M;Z (X; Q (m))) 
 R' Ext1MHSRR (R ; HnB(X)(m)
 R )Assuming this, we are led to a trivialization[^topFmHnDR(X)℄�1
^top([HnB(X)(m�1)℄(�1)m�1)
[^top(Hn+1M;Z (X; Q (m)))℄�1 
 R' R
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Thus, hoosing bases for the three Q -linesdetermines a number(Hn(X)(m)) 2 R �=Q �:Beilinson's onjeture is thatL�(Hn(X); n+1�m)= (Hn(X)(m)):
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For the value at m = n=2 (n + 1 � m =n=2 + 1), the regulator inorporates mapsboth from motivi ohomologyHn+1M;Z (X; Q (m+1))and CHm(X)0:
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In the Bloh-Kato onjeture isomorphismsare normalized more arefully, omparing er-tain integral strutures one prime at a time.Thereby, it onstruts a lift of (Hn(X)(m))to R � and interpretsq(Hn(X)(m)) :=L�(Hn(X); n+1�m)=(Hn(X)(m))in terms of arithmeti invariants arising fromGalois ohomology.
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Extration of the rational part is supposedto lead eventually to a p-adi L-funtionL(p)(Hn(X))that exerises ontrol over Galois ohomol-ogy (i.e., Selmer groups) and Diophantineinvariants.Best strategy so far for `diret appliation'of L-funtions to the eluidation of Dio-phantine strutures.
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Warning: onspiuous de�ieny in theoryof motives:Even in the best of possible worlds, onlyabelian invariants are aessible, suh asCHm(X):Does not yield information aboutX(Q )unless X is an abelian variety.In fat, theory of motives is impliitly mod-elled after the theory of abelian varieties andH1.
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Attempts to address this de�ieny for er-tain varieties are ontained inGrothendiek's anabelian programthat onerns itself with the theory ofpro-�nite �1's:Also an interesting role for the intermedi-ate theory of motivi fundamental groups,where Ext groups are replaed by lassifyingspaes for non-abelian torsors.
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